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2008 COD AWARD
Course of Distinction (COD)

Faculty: Dr. Michelle Manganaro
Institution: Massasoit Community College
CCED 101: Behavior Management in Child Care

- Final Assignment: http://www.nncc.org/
- Assignments
- Classroom Design
- ECE PowerPoints & Articles
- Syllabus
- What makes a Child misbehave?

Create a classroom
Read the emotionality article; comment on teacher influence to misbehaviors.
Clarity: Discussion Areas

Discussion Question Threads

- MAIN Classroom (47 Messages)
  - General Behavior Management (100 Messages)
    - Here, you can comment on what kinds of decision-making scenarios affect children and child-behaviors in child care settings (this includes 'preschools'). Feel free to discuss behavior and adults as well. For instance, what is a behavior management plan? What types of other plans are helpful? When teachers are experienced, what types of management skills might be helpful for them to share with inexperienced teachers. Let's begin with a few problem statements (scenarios with ... more

- Teaching Styles (42 Messages)
  - ... as they appear in child care programs. How have you experienced or heard of stylistic differences? Share a story of how diversity helps or hinders the group dynamics of a classroom. Then consider, what does our textbook offer in this regard?

- Supervision of children (39 Messages)
  - In your opinion, what are the top two priorities when supervising children in a group?

- QUESTIONS?? (10 Messages)
  - Post any question you have in this area. Don't post them all until you have read the syllabus and other course materials and modules.

- Week 1: Post your Bio (69 Messages)
  - Post a brief bio (roughly 100 words) to introduce yourself to the class.
CCED 101: Behavior Management in Child Care

Final Assignment
http://www.nncc.org

Assignments

ECE PowerPoints & Articles

Classroom Design
Create a classroom

What makes a Child misbehave?
Read the emotionality article; comment on teacher influence to misbehaviors.

Syllabus